Some Aspects of the Northern Province
the richer soil which produces an excess of grass and
weeds, the schemes at Bouga, Mikeilab, Kitiab and Gan-
dettu have been less successful. The same thing is true
of the private pumping schemes in the Provinces. Whereas
in Berber, owing to the high cost of fuel and poor crops,
private pump owners find difficulty in meeting their
expenses, in Dongola they are reasonably prosperous. In
Berber Province there were 22 private pumps working
in 1933, and in Dongola Province 21. In Haifa there
were 13, all of them using oil fuel owing to the scarcity
of wood and the high cost of coal.
Here again the co-operative spirit is in evidence, the
majority of the pumps being held in partnership and the
water paid for by land-owners either in kind or in cash
when the crop is harvested. These schemes are still in
their infancy, but it is safe to predict that a pump worked
by a Diesel engine or some other reasonably simple
mechanical means of raising water must in time replace
the inefficient and antiquated Sagia and Shaduf.
The whole area north of Berber being practically rainless
is particularly suited to the production of dates. There
are several excellent varieties of which Barakawi, Gondeila,
Bartamoda, Kulma, Gargoda, Mishrigi, Sukkoti and Jau
are the best known. Once a date shoot has taken, the
native rarely takes the trouble to water or tep.d it regularly.
That the yield can be doubled by regular watering and
systematic tending has been proved by Colonel E. S.
Jackson on his model date-farm in old Dongola Province.
Owing to the difficulties of transport and of packing soft
dates, practically all the dates are sun-dried after picking.
Unfortunately, hard dates have so far found no market
in Europe, so that date cultivation is dependent on the
internal demand and to an increasing extent on export
to Egypt and Arabia.
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